
How do I do it? 
1. Keep your knees apart  

2. Back curved 

3. Tummy muscles switched on 

Card 4: Roll Up 

1. Rowing a boat            

2. Dracula in a coffin 

3. Driving a racing car              

Other ways to describe it… 



How do I do it? 
1. Hands under your bottom for support 

2. One leg forward one leg back 

3. Switch legs again and again slowly  

 

Other ways to describe it... 
1. Looks like a pair of scissors opening and closing  

2. Synchronised swimming 

3. Ballet criss-cross feet  

Card 6: Scissors 



Card 8: Kneeling Side Kick  
How do I do it? 
1. Keep right knee under right hip 

2. Stick left leg out, don’t let it touch the floor 

3. Remember to do it on the other side 

4. Keep body still, spine in neutral  

 

Other ways to describe it... 
1. Kicking a football 

2. A swinging gate 



How do I do it? 
1. Raise opposite arm and leg off the floor, slowly lower  

2. Repeat using the other arm and leg (must be opposite arm and leg working in unison) 

3. Back strong and slightly curved  

4. Head lifted  

Other ways to describe it… 

1. Its like swimming or body boarding  

Card 11: Swimming 



Card 20: Side Kick 
How do I do it? 

Other ways to describe it… 

Laying on a washing line  

1. Legs straight, together, off the floor 

2. Arm under head, spine in neutral 

3. No wobbling 

4. Bring one leg forward and other leg back, then swap  



Card 24: Plank (on hands) 
How do I do it? 
1. Keep hands under shoulders 

2. Keep body in a straight line from ears to 

ankles  

3. Spine in neutral, shoulders down 

Other ways to describe it… 

1. A Bridge or a Ramp 

2. Body straight as a ruler 

 



Card 25: Roll Down 
How do I do it? 
1. Start standing tall in neutral spine 

2. Tuck chin into chest & let body relax down going head first, in flexion 

3. Then come back up, head last, back into neutral spine 

Other ways to describe it… 

1. A YoYo curling and uncurling  

2. A floppy clown 

3. Diving in to water 



Card 26: Hundred Prep 
How do I do it? 
1. Keep spine in neutral, keep body still 

2. Lift up right foot, then lift left foot, so both feet off the floor 

3. Touch floor with right toes then back up again  

4. Touch floor with left toes then back up again 

5. Keep swapping over slowly 

Other ways to describe it… 

Slow controlled moves like a robot 

on its back! 


